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How To Make Your... BIGGER! The
Secret Natural Enlargement Guide
For Men. Proven Ways, Techniques,
Exercises & Tips On How To Make
Your Small Friend Bigger Naturally

Bigger, Thicker, Longer, StrongerSurgery is dangerous, gadgets are painful and supplements
donâ€™t work â€“ when it comes to penis enlargement, it seems like thereâ€™s nothing out there but
disappointment. Fortunately, it is actually possible to safely add those inches that youâ€™ve been
dreaming of â€“ and, to do it, the only investment youâ€™ll ever need to make is this expert
guide.Within the pages of this book, you will find tried and tested techniques to help you boost your
length and girth, each one safe and easy to follow. If youâ€™d like to become a more confident
lover, happy in the knowledge that youâ€™re packing the tool youâ€™ve always deserved, following
this expert-designed guide will have you strutting around naked in a matter of weeks. Featuring a
full program of exercises and time-honored wisdom, this book is all youâ€™ll ever need to help you
reach your goals!The path to having a thicker, stronger, longer penis is only one click away. Do you
really want to continue feeling the misery of having a small or even just average sized penis for the
rest of your life? No, you do not. So grab your copy now!
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Trust me people, if you've been suffering from having a small penis, get this book immediately! It
has been so effective for me, that getting it for $3 was a total steal.Having been the owner of a not
so well endowed tool, I left no stone unturned to try to get my penis to increase in size. None of the
so called enlargement surgeries, pills and tools I've tried worked. I was about to give up trying to
enlarge the size of my Johnson when my girlfriend sent me this book. And how glad I am that she
did. I was amazed at how effective some of the exercises are. What's even better is that the process
is completely natural and the author doesn't encourage taking pills or using other tools. My penis
grew "taller" by almost one inch within the first month of following the methods shared in this book.
This was a welcome change for someone who's been suffering from small penis issues since
teenage. I was always the butt of jokes around my friends after they noticed my penis size at the
locker room in college. I've also spent many embarrassing nights with girlfriends who were literally
shocked at the size of my dick. But all that is now a thing of the past.Bottom line: This is an
extremely effective guide that every man with a small penis MUST read.

The size of my penis has always been an embarrassment of mine. I always felt really inadequate in
the locker room and felt the need to apologize when I was getting intimate with a lady friend. I've
tried every supplement and technique I can get my hands on and I even considered getting that
surgery where they cut a tendon in your penis to make it slightly longer. I am so glad I didn't
because thankfully after years of struggling and frustration, I finally found something that worked! By
using the techniques and following the advice of this guide I have shown a marked increase in size!
Needless to say I feel more confident and proud than I ever was. It truly is fantastic.

This very practical book has many excercises to help you naturally strengthen your penis stamina.
In addition, exotic herbal recipes from the world are shared, which actually tasted better than the
energy / booster drinks out there. It's extremely fresh and helpful for every man !

I look forward to doing the exercises mentioned in this book. I do realize that results take time. I am
confident that I will get bigger as long as I am consistent in my workouts. It is just like going to the
gym to build up the body and keep fit. I like how this book discourages people from using methods
which will cause damage to the penis.

"I never had a big dick, but at a young age I was able to use it to pretty decent advantage. Lately,
I've been noticing it was getting smaller and I wasn't interested in sex like I used to be. When I saw

this book I decided to go for it. I tried everything the book advised, and it all seemed to help a great
deal. I personally felt the workouts worked for me, I noticed I had more control and a better erection.
I went on a date a month or so after and her and I hooked up and she enjoyed it for the most part. I
enjoyed the book throughout, such a good read and quite informative. It really has helped me out
greatly.

When I was asked to review "Make Your Penis BIGGER" by author Lindsey Knight and give my
honest opinion, I was shocked at the timing. My stepbrother has always issues with the small size of
his member. He's always been a bit resentful toward me over the issue, because being of mixed
race, he thinks he got the "short end of the stick" so to speak. Having just spoke to him, he again
brought up the issue and it again fueled the riff between us. When I got this book, after reading it, I
immediately shared it with him hoping I could finally help him with his dilemma.After reading the
book myself and taking note of the exercises I also decided to give them a go because, hey what
guy doesn't want to improve their size and in turn, self-confidence in the sack. Although I've only
had the book a couple of days I can already feel the difference the exercises alone are making in
my own self confidence. My girlfriend also says that I feel harder than usual. This is a real
confidence boost and a nice stroke to my ego. No pun intended.My brother sent me an email this
afternoon. He thanked my several times for passing on this information and has already started the
exercises for himself. His email seems to have given him hope of finally catching up to his big
brother. (I haven't told him that I also am using the book ;) I wish him luck in catching up... Anyway,
in the book you won't find anything hokey or dangerous. Everything seems to have your safety and
your health kept in mind. I would recommend this book to anybody that currently has issues with the
size of their member or just wants to "top it off" for the increased confidence boost.

It is fairly easy to read & understand.. Not too many extraneous comments that don't inform you.I
have not experiencent results yet

I read a lot of books and even though many of them are fiction, I tend to read some in the self help
category from time to time. When I saw this one, both the title and the cover grabbed my attention
right away! The promise of a bigger penis? How can you go wrong with that? We all want a bigger
penis and none of us want to undergo surgery to have it so this book is the next best thing!Right
away, it dives into the heart of the matter and starts off with some very good step by step tutorials
on what you can do today. You can even start while reading! It's really that easy!How to Make Your

Penis BIGGER is one of those books that comes along once in a great while and gives you real
world information instead of hype. No bull here, just real penis enlarging techniques that work. I
don't want to sound like an advertisement for anyone, but this has techniques and advice that really
work! You don't have to buy anything else but this guide; no equipment, no pills and no scary
vacuum devices. It's as easy as working out because that's what it really is; a workout for your
penis.I was skeptical at first, but now I'm sold. Read this book and you'll have a larger penis in less
time than ever!
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